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Streamlined order fulfillment

With the explosive growth of e-commerce, and 3PL fulfillment, distribution facilities require a strategy for meeting a demand that is expanding quickly. A key part of this strategy includes choosing the right packaging system for the job. With over five decades as a packaging solutions leader, PAC Machinery has the proven experience required to manufacture versatile, dependable packaging equipment and materials designed specifically for the online and multi-channel fulfillment industries.

Solutions for every size of business

PAC Machinery designs and manufactures a broad range of equipment solutions that will prove essential to any size operation – from small-scale start-ups through multi-line, high production facilities. Whether production demands are high or low, the key requirement is to attain dependable equipment that you can rely on shift after shift and day after day. When performance is critical, versatile systems from PAC Machinery deliver a dependable means to achieving your production goals - and at the same time reduce your labor costs.

Every system we design reflects the needs of our customers. Our Rollbag and Magnum, automatic baggers require very little space and fit seamlessly into existing production environments. Our next-bag-out printing feature eliminates the requirement for a separate shipping label. Simply scan the item and the shipping information is printed directly on the bag. Next, place the item into the pre-opened bag. The bag is then sealed automatically, separated from the roll, and the next bag is indexed into position for printing, loading and sealing. Fast, easy, seamless.

Rollbag R1285 Automatic Bagger

The Rollbag R1285 Automatic Bagger delivers exceptional value, speed, and flexibility. With pneumatic operation, this bagger is the fastest tabletop automatic bagger in its class. Touchscreen programming provides a flexible solution to ever-changing production requirements. Store multiple job profiles to make fast job changeovers without reprogramming. Integrated printer for printing shipping information right on the bag.

Rollbag R3200 & R3200XL Automatic Baggers

The R3200 & R3200XL (extra large) Automatic Baggers are advanced bag packaging systems that can use coex mailer tubing or bags on a roll. When using coex mailer tubing, bags are formed in-line before they are printed, filled then sealed. Tubing reduces bag inventories, creates a “right-sized” bag and significantly cuts material costs. The easy-load bag opener provides a rectangular opening to more effectively pack large products. Next bag out printer functionality streamlines the bagging process and saves time.
Rollbag Magnum Horizontal Fulfillment Bagger

The Magnum Horizontal Fulfillment Bagger meets the unique requirements of bagging large products horizontally. This bagger works with coex mailer tubing as well as bag on a roll. By using poly tubing, you save on material costs even further by right sizing your bag for the product. The Magnum Horizontal features several configurations of label printers and applicators to automatically apply the shipping label.

Rollbag R785 Automatic Bagger

The all-electric Rollbag R785 Bagger features the same robust electronics found in costly industrial machines. As the R785 requires no compressed air it can be moved anywhere in the facility quickly and easily. Capable of packaging at a rate of 40 bags per minute (or more), ensures that operator speed will not outpace the bagger. By combining the simplicity of manual filling with a versatile bagging and sealing system, the Rollbag R785 cuts cost and adds value to your packaging production efforts.
Get out of the box and into the bag!

Why box when you can bag?
Save on time, materials and freight.

We can show you how to save time and money.